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Scouting Report: QB Sam Darnold, USC 

 

*Our QB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked Wonderlic test 

results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

 

I think I can sum up the scouting problem with Sam Darnold in a paragraph/statement. Doing this type 

of work, in depth, for about a decade…I’ve seen this situation a million times.   

Sam Darnold is a pretty good college QB. He is good enough to play in the NFL. He has several flaws, but 

he also has the instincts and reasonable makeup of an NFL quarterback. If Darnold had played at Oregon 

State or Iowa State, we’d be talking about a gritty draft sleeper for the 3rd- or 4th-round of the draft. 

BUT because he went to USC and college football TV tried to make him a TV star you needed to 

watch…Darnold’s legend grew with his nice splash onto the scene in 2016. He became a media-created 

top-prospect. He’s not a #1 overall talent…but he plays one on TV while the analysts fall inline signing 

onto this story because they have no idea how to identify talent; they only know how to join the 

momentum of a story.   

We’ve seen this with Matt Barkley, Matt Leinart, and several other USC quarterbacks…and not-USC 

quarterbacks. It happens with any player who has gone to Alabama under Nick Saban. It’s just a thing 

that happens because football scouting is so flawed…it’s just everybody pile into a clown car with the 

same mantra; there’s safety in numbers.  

Heading into the summer of 2017, Darnold was assumed as the #1 overall prospect in the NFL…and 

there was no mainstream debate against it otherwise. I did a mini-study of Darnold summer of 2017, to 

see what the hype was about, and I couldn’t believe it. He was terrible (considering the god he was 

supposed to be). He was as bad as the Jameis Winston hoax going into his final college season…but I’d 

say Winston has more arm skills comparing them both heading into their drafts.  

Well, whaddya know…Darnold plays shaky most of the 2017 season (for a top guy) and now football 

people aren’t sure if he’s the top guy. Most people will still lock in on him (today) as a top-3 overall 

prospect because it’s been beaten into their brains, but the momentum has peaked. Reality will soon set 

in…Sam Darnold is not a top 3 overall prospect. He probably isn’t a top 3 QB prospect, in reality.  

I don’t think Darnold is a ‘bust’ QB prospect. He has some skills. He belongs in the league. He’s a low-end 

starter or career backup type talent…but he will start in the NFL because he will get the push to be a 

starter, no doubt, because of his pending draft status (see: DeShone Kizer). When Darnold is pushed 

quickly, he’ll be ‘OK”. He’s not terrible (see: DeShone Kizer for ‘terrible’). Darnold is just not elite, face of 

the franchise, pick him top 1-3 overall and pay him a ton of money and expect salvation type of QB…he’s 

just ‘OK’/good.  

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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I studied some of Darnold’s tougher-opponent 2017 games, and they looked just like the tape I watched 

of him last summer in his 2016 games – below-average mechanics (big hitch), below-average velocity on 

passes (on the field not in shorts indoors in perfect conditions with no pass rush), and below-average 

accuracy. Darnold makes up for his mechanical issues with above-average instincts and nice feet, 

escapability.  

The problem I see with Darnold is a similar version of what Jake Locker did to con people – Locker was 

fantastic when rolling to his right, and really good scrambling in general…ditto Johnny Manziel. They 

were great QBs throwing on the run. The issue with that is you can’t manufacture constant chaos to 

scramble out of and make open throws against broken coverage because the play got extended so long. 

Locker, Manziel, and I think Darnold…they feel better away from the pocket – it gives them courage/a 

sense of security. In the pocket, they’re more uncomfortable and lose their edge. Scouts and fans tend 

to remember the great throws off the escape plays…and don’t realize the ‘escape’ part of the equation 

being a trend.  

Darnold has good feet but he’s not Deshaun Watson or Carson Wentz or Tyrod Taylor. He’s not a high-

end college runner-thrower. No one will be afraid of Darnold running, per se, at the next level. NFL 

teams will do what they did to Jake Locker – blitz him from his right so he can’t scramble right on 

purpose.  

I think Darnold will adjust his game a bit in the NFL, and over time, because he’ll be forced reps like 

Blake Bortles has been…he’ll improve – and Darnold is better than a Bortles, or a Ryan Tannehill, etc. 

Darnold is, at best, going to be that weird – not bad enough to bench, not good enough to be a 

star/carry a team…so, what do you do if you’re the GM? See: Ryan Tannehill, Jameis Winston, and now 

Case Keenum.  

I don’t think Darnold is a for sure ‘bust’ but for a cheaper price you could get a similarly ‘OK’ Mason 

Rudolph, or a more talented, possibly immature Baker Mayfield.  

The upside to Darnold is that he spent most of his young life pursuing basketball, so he doesn’t have all 

the reps that other guys have had with summer 7-on-7s and playing for high-volume passing offenses in 

high school and college for years. He’s still learning. The downside for Darnold is exactly the same – he 

doesn’t have the polish that other young QBs have. He’s playing on instinct and scrambling…which is 

OK…but maybe this is the best he ever gets? Coming out of high school, people saw him play QB and 

some college coaches wanted to move him to linebacker…not a screaming endorsement of Darnold’s ‘it’ 

factor at QB.  

I’ve watched/studied Darnold in interviews and examined his background. He seems to be a solid citizen 

off the field. He doesn’t light up a room in interviews. He isn’t terrible in communications, but he 

doesn’t grab your attention either.  

In the end, I’m left with Darnold as a big-hitch/wind up thrower who turned the ball over way too much 

in college – throwing right into obvious coverage too often (especially from the pocket). Darnold has 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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decent height and has decent feet. He doesn’t grab my attention as a leader, today. I see a guy with a lot 

of flaws but enough good that you’d want a chance to develop…but I would never think of him as ‘ready 

to go’ and spend lots of money/a high draft pick on his ceiling – because it doesn’t look that high to me 

at all.  

 

Sam Darnold, Through the Lens of Our QB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

If you watch Darnold in his two toughest games of 2017, you would be rattled to your core – games 

against Notre Dame and Ohio State. You could look at those games and see ‘OK’/not great 

numbers…heck, he threw for 356 yards in the bowl game against the Buckeyes…and think the losses and 

so-so stats are no big deal. Watch the tape. Watch the game flow. USC is down 28-0 to Notre Dame. The 

Trojans were down 24-0 to Ohio State. Darnold didn’t do squat in these games when it was a game…but 

then suddenly could complete passes and gain some numbers as the defenses backed down into a 

prevent-ish style of play sitting on a big lead.  

In his last 18 games, Darnold has thrown 18 INTs. In his last 4 games of 2016 season and the first 3 

games of 2017, a seven-game stretch, Darnold amassed 13 INTs. He has been showing signs of a 

problem for parts of the last two seasons but people made up their mind he was a star a few good 

games into his USC career. Darnold had that 5 TDs/1 INT effort in his 2016-17 bowl game versus Penn 

State…a game people officially crowned him a superstar. I thought Darnold was hideous in that game – 

he should’ve been picked off at least three times if not five times.  

I don’t mean to just nitpick Darnold’s ‘bad’ moments…it’s just when I objectively watch Darnold all I see 

are ‘bad’ moments or ‘mediocre’ plays. Nothing really moves me watching Darnold. He’s made some 

nice plays and had a nice college career…but it’s nothing like the media is portraying. He’s just ‘OK’, 

maybe has an upside to pretty good in the NFL with enough time and reps.  

Everyone talks about Darnold’s feet and escapability, and he does get out of the pocket pretty well, in 

college, but he’s really not a great runner. 31 yards was his high for rushing in a game in 2017. I get sacks 

are negative rushing numbers in college, but usually college QBs with quick feet will have several 50+ 

yard rushing games and maybe reel off a 100+ yard one along the way. Darnold hit 50+ yards one time in 

his college career (54 yards vs. Arizona in 2016).  

Pre-Combine, I’d guess Darnold 6’3” or shorter with closer to 9.0” hands than 10.0” hands, and a 4.7-8.0 

40-time runner at best.  

 

 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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The Historical QB Prospects to Whom Sam Darnold Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

You laugh at Brian Brohm now, but he was the #56 overall pick in the 2008 draft by Green Bay. Ryan 

Nassib and Chad Kelly have much stronger arms than Darnold…but Kelly was erratic-good/bad off and 

on, somewhat like Darnold. I think Nassib could have been something decent had he gotten a push -- 

but besides starring for one preseason he never did get a push. Darnold will get a real push. 

Somewhere between Chad Pennington and Brian Brohm lies Sam Darnold, I suspect…closer to Brohm. 

 

QB-
Score 

QB Yr College H W adj 
Comp 

Pct 

adj Yds 
per 

Comp 

adj 
Pass 

per TD 

adj Pass 
Per INT 

6.988 Darnold, Sam 2018 USC 74.5 220 62.6% 13.3 21.5 35.3 

6.212 Brohm, Brian 2008 Louisville 74.9 230 63.4% 12.2 20.7 34.9 

8.149 Nassib, Ryan 2013 Syracuse 74.1 228 61.4% 12.2 21.1 38.4 

2.626 Kelly, Chad 2017 Ole Miss 73.5 224 61.2% 14.0 17.3 36.3 

8.676 Pennington, Chad 2000 Marshall 75.0 230 59.4% 13.6 18.4 35.3 

2.291 Evans, Dane 2017 Tulsa 72.3 210 56.8% 12.8 18.1 22.1 

          

 

*“Adj” = A view of adjusted college output in our system…adjusted for strength of opponent. 

**A score of 8.5+ is where we see a stronger correlation of QBs going on to become NFL good-to-great. 

A scouting score of 9.5+ is rarefied air—higher potential for becoming great-to-elite.  

QBs scoring 6.0–8.0 are finding more success in the new passing era of the NFL (2014–on). Depending 

upon the system and surrounding weapons, a 6.0–8.0 rated QB can do fine in today’s NFL—with the 

right circumstances…but they are not ‘the next Tom Brady’ guys, just NFL-useful guys.  

 

2018 NFL Draft Outlook: 

Back to the summer 2017, Darnold is the #1 pick overall without a doubt…but now, there’s national 

doubt creeping in. It’s not because other QBs/players have made such a strong case to jump him…it’s 

more Darnold is getting revealed as ‘not as great as advertised’. In the end, zebras don’t change their 

stripes and neither does the NFL…Darnold will go top 5 to a team in need, or a team in need trading up. 

NFL GMs follow the crowd quite often…especially bad teams picking with high draft picks. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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If I were an NFL GM, and I had a top 5 pick and a QB need, and Darnold was there – I’d definitely trade 

the pick or take an elite player at another position. I’d rather take a discounted Mason Rudolph or Baker 

Mayfield if I had to use 2018 to answer a QB problem.  

 

NFL Outlook:    

Much like a Blake Bortles…Darnold is going to get an unfair push as a starter right away. From day-one 

the playbook will be designed for him and he’ll get to work with ‘the 1s’ and have that advantage. 

Darnold with a ‘push’ will be ‘OK’…not great, not awful…a possibility of fully awful, but little chance of 

great. Over time, he develops into a competent QB.  

Year one, the fans will be filled with hope and excuses. Year three…football people will start complaining 

and wondering if they have the right QB or not. See: Jameis Winston, Tampa Bay.  

Darnold will not be a gunslinger, stat producer. At best, he’ll be Case Keenum efficient over time/with 

experience.  
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